January 30, 2020

We hereby inform you about the effects of the Coronavirus outbreak in China toward our operation. China government, provincial/city officials have instructed companies in China to push back their operation after the Lunar New Year holidays. Our factories, suppliers and forwarders will resume their operations as follows:

1. Factories
   - Changzhou factory: February 10
   - Xiamen factory: February 10

2. Suppliers
   We have been checking our suppliers’ situation constantly. As of today, 2 suppliers informed us that they will push back their operation as per China government instruction.

3. Forwarders
   - Suzhou: February 10
   - Shanghai: February 10
   - Chongqing: February 10
   - Other areas in China: February 3

Schedule is subject to change according to China government’s instruction.

Effects on our delivery schedule changes will be informed to the customer individually.